This service is used to import new publications to the server, to get a local copy of the server-side PDF and text versions, and to visualize annotations in their contexts.
Obviously, accessing the features provided by the RESTful service requires Internet access. To minimize this dependency, once the access rights of a user to a publication has been verified (see section 1.3), corresponding server-side files are saved locally so that no network connectivity is required anymore to work on that publication.
Verification of publication access rights
When a publication PDF is imported to the server, it is first parsed to create a plain-text version using the pdftotext command-line program. If the resulting document is less than 2 KB, it contains virtually no text. Likely, such a PDF is a scanned version on which no optical character recognition (OCR) has been performed. In that case, OCR is performed on the document by the server using the Tesseract Open Source OCR Engine.
Users have to send their own copy of the publication PDF to be able to download from the server the corresponding reference documents (PDF and text). When the server receives a user PDF, it computes its MD5 hash and compares it to MD5 hashes previously associated with this publication. If a match is found, the server-side documents are sent to the client to serve as localization keys. Otherwise, the user PDF is converted to a text version using the same process previously described for importing publications to the server. The generated text file is compared against the reference version and an index of similarity is computed between both texts. If this similarity index is high enough, the MD5 hash from the user PDF is associated with the corresponding publication and the serverside versions of the PDF and text files are sent to the client. If the similarity index is too low, the client is denied access to the requested server files since his/her right to access this publication could not be established. The concerned researcher can nevertheless still use the RESTful service to visualize annotations in their context since sharing small extract of copyrighted material generally present no legal issues. This two steps procedure (i.e., first checking the MD5, then checking text similarity) has been implemented mainly to minimize the need to perform lengthy OCR on users' PDFs. Also, using only MD5 verification would not be sufficient since any modification to the PDF (e.g., adding a "sticky note" comment) would change its MD5 hash and result in access denial. Supplementary Tables 
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"parameters": [ {"description": { "depVar": { "typeId": "BBP-131001", "values": { "type": "compound", "valueLst": [ { "statistic": "mean", "type": "simple", "unit": "mm^- 8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27 "values": { "statistic": "raw", "type": "simple", "unit": "day", "values": [10.0, 20.0, 30.0, 60.0] } } ], "type": "numericalTrace" }, "id": "8873cc86-6f95-11e6-81bd-64006a4c56ef", "isExperimentProperty": false, "requiredTags": [ { "id": "BBP_nlx_0022", "name": "Thalamic reticular nucleus cellGABAergic", "rootId": "NIFCELL:sao1813327414" }, { "id": "NIFGA:birnlex_1721", "name": "Thalamic reticular nucleus", "rootId": "NIFGA:birnlex_1167 "  }]}]   28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48 Left-clicking an item on this list while holding down the shift key turns the color of the tag from white to red (and vice versa). Red coloration in this list indicate that these tags that have been made "permanent". This means that they will be added by default to any new annotation (for this publication only). Left-clicking on a tag on this list without holding the shift key simply removes the tag from the list. Tags can be added using the combobox situated below the list. This widget features an auto-completion list based on the terms already stored locally. Tags can also be selected by left-clicking on wanted terms in the right panel list. This widget lists suggested tags, ordered by frequency of past usage. Tags of this list can also be turned to red (as described for the first list), which will make them stick at the top of the list (for all publications). Finally, tags can also be selected by querying online ontologies. This can be performed in the search online ontologies tab (interface not shown here), which provides an auto-completed list of terms based on a query to the NIFSTD and NIP RESTful ontology services.
